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ABSTRACT

The present study is an attempt to examine the role of the teacher in character development. The teacher is the whole and sole responsibility in the sequence of building up the student character.

There is a triangle relationship between a teacher (P.E.T.) and the students' behaviour and character.

In this connection, the teacher must know about the principles of character development. One of the impartments accepted for building up a character is the relationship between the teacher and student.

The basic concept is of two types for building up the Character
1. Those derived from social nature.
2. Those derived from psychological nature.

Teacher should note that the changes towards to the child behaviour, and should forward the good perception.

There is a keen focus on the teacher's development of good character. The diagram depicts the status of the TRIANGULAR RELATIONSHIP between the TEACHER, STUDENT, and SOCIETY.

ROLE OF TEACHER IN CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

➢ Moral values and its important towards the society
➢ See that the character building should be democratic
➢ A study of attitudes of behavior.
➢ Personality development and its nature.
➢ Motivation – develops the internal character
➢ Observation towards the attitude of the child.
➢ Impact of socio-psychological on behavior
➢ Perceptual development on the character.
➢ Should be able to concentrate on child behavior

The teacher should be the role model to the student, so that the student may follow-up the teacher in building his own character. The teacher responsibilities and correspondence with the students should be not too broad and not too narrow but, it should be in such a way of limited manner.

The TRIANGULAR RELATION shows the relation between the student, parent, the society and the teacher. Here the teacher acts a major role about on building the student character. Student centered education gives the immediate results in the character development.

ACTIVE ROLE OF A TEACHER:

Should be monitored.
Sense of appreciation & sense of humor
Should be punctual.
Able to rectify the mistakes.
Ability to conduct the moral classes.
Knowledge about on psychological assessments.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The teacher is a key person in the development of good character. Without the involvement of the teacher, no character development will appear. The teacher should note that he must always act as a good motivator and bring good-disciplined students to develop the country.

The teacher should maintain good relations with the public so that this will help to develop the student’s character.

❖ The welfare of the student.
❖ Knowledge based education.
❖ Socio-economic guidance.
❖ Residential type of education,
❖ Explaining the moral values and its important for future.
❖ Building up the confident among the student
Psychological clinics should be established.

Physical education helps in the development of good character and personality in the students. Physical education develops coordination and cooperation among the students to bring up or rise up good character development. In this connection, the teacher should always be in touch with the student to develop good character.
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